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Inspector-General for Emergency Management 

RE: Some general comments regarding Fire Prevention. 

 

I write to call for fire authorities to have greater power in regulation 

and approval of land sub-divisions – perhaps even to totally refuse an 

inappropriate subdivision. 

My experience of more some 40 years in Shire and City Engineering 

roles in Victoria has provided many examples of approvals for land 

sub-divisions in inappropriate and fire-prone areas. 

The most prominent example of this was while I was the Municipal 

Fire Officer at the Shire of Rosedale in Gippsland from 1981 to 1985. 

In those days the Shire of Rosedale had 60 miles of the 90 mile beach 

within the municipal boundary. 

As one of my many roles during that time as the Shire Engineer for 

the Shire of Rosedale, I also held the position of Municipal Fire 

Officer.  

On my first visit to the small townships of Paradise Beach, Golden 

Beach and Loch Sport, I was quite alarmed at the existing houses 

constructed adjacent to the native vegetation which was mostly Tea-

Tree and all the “vacant” allotments were still in their original state 

of thick vegetation. 

From a fire prevention point of view, this could be quite catastrophic 

and if a fire started, the whole township could have been burned 

out, as the Tea-Tree easily burns whilst still in a green state, with the 

volatile vapours emitted from the plant. 

The general feeling of the community at that time, was that they 

would not be able to clear the native vegetation as they were not 

allowed.  
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I took the attitude as the Municipal Fire Officer that I must try to do 

something so I forwarded fire clearing notices to the owners of the 

vacant allotments also directing that half the adjacent road reserve 

to also be cleared as it was a ‘private street’. 

 

Surprisingly, I did not have one objection. In fact, I was firmly 

supported by the local fire brigade Captain who contacted me, not 

only to thank me for my action, but also to say he had placed some 

notices on the entrance to some of the streets stating ‘if there is a 

fire in this street we will not be able to attend’. This was due to the 

fact that the Tea-Tree in some streets was so thick and overgrown 

that the only access was to drive under the ‘arc’ formed by the                                             

trees meeting above the access tracks. Obviously, this created 

serious concern for the Captain for the safety of his crews. 

                                                             

I also managed to obtain a grant from the State Government to clear 

a wide fire break around the townships of Golden Beach and 

Paradise Beach, on the basis that the Council would then slash that 

area every year prior to the summer to reduce the fire risk. 

 

Unemployment grants then became available and I was fortunate to 

gain funds to clear the recreation reserves that were put aside as 

part of the initial subdivision but were never developed. It is 

interesting to note that these areas were cleared by hand ( the 

funding was for labour only, not machinery) and each days clearing 

was burned on-the-spot whilst the vegetation was still green. 

 

My thoughts are that the subdivisions of Golden Beach and Paradise 

Beach, should never have been allowed. Once they are allowed, it 

has to be accepted that the ecology changes forever. I believe that 
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we cannot have a township within a forest area. Either a forest with 

no housing, or housing without the forest. Once the ecology has 

changed with the residential development then the whole area has 

to be adjusted for fire protection.  

Certainly, there is a difficult balance between development and fire 

protection, especially when it comes to the retention of native 

vegetation and protection of wildlife. 

I consider, as an example, these subdivisions were inappropriate. In 

addition, once subdivided and sold, the initial subdivider has no 

responsibility for  on-going fire security, which then must fall to the 

local council and society as a whole, to grapple with. 

There was a government “buy-back” scheme on the subdivided 

primary dune between Seaspray and Golden Beach due to ecological 

grounds – perhaps where it is too late to stop development, we need 

“buy-back” schemes as part of fire protection in high fire risk areas. 

 

Yours faithfully, 

 

Frank D. Smith 

DipCE; ME(Vic); MBS(Vic); EWS(Vic); MIE(Aust); CPEng(Ret) 

Wangaratta, Vic. 3677 

 

 


